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Characters
Grandma: Older woman, 55-75 years old. Sassy, loud, no-nonsense
Grandpa: Older man 60-70 years old. Sassy, fun, inventive, sincere
Chelsea: Girl, about 6-8 years old. Mischievous. Sister to Andrew and Martin
Martin: Boy, about 9-10 years old. Fun, adventurous. Brother to Chelsea and
Andrew
Andrew: Boy, about 12. Stubborn, “know-it-all” Older brother of Martin and
Chelsea
Wise Man 1: Male, 40’s
Wise Man 2: Male, 30’s
Wise Man 3: Male, 20’s
Little Boy: Boy, about 8-10 years old. Played by the same actor as Martin
Donkey: Older male/female. Wise.
Cow: Older female. Stubborn, caring, motherly
Rooster: Male, loud, hot-headed
Sheep: Female. Played by the same actor as Chelsea
Baby Chicks: Male/female non- speaking role for younger children
Joseph: Man, Late 20’s-30’s
Mary: Woman, 20’s-30’s
Raphael: Teenager, 14-20
Uriel: Man, age 20-30’s
Sariel: Woman, age 20’s-30’s
Gabriel: Boy Age 10-13. Played by the same actor as Andrew
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Setting
The stage features a Christmas Tree with presents underneath that serves as a
centerpiece.
Scenes are otherwise bare, except for necessary props and specified scene
dressings.
The Characters should enter from different parts of the stage.
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The Story
A group of children who are brought up in a home that doesn’t discuss Christmas,
it’s meaning, or anything Bible related is sent to spend the holidays with their
grandparents.
It becomes evident to the elderly couple that their grandchildren have no idea what
the reason for the season is. They embark on the task of opening up their
grandchildren’s understanding of the real meaning of Christmas.
This play is uniquely crafted, so while different aspects of the Christmas story is
being told from various perspectives, the characters, in contemporary times, will
role-play some of the different characters in the story. This is a humorous,
contemporary retelling of the story we all know and love.
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Play Details
Length:

60 Minutes

Cast:

6 Males, 3 Females, 2 Girls, 5 Boys, Plus Extras.

Audience: Children, Teens & Adults
Genre:

Contemporary Drama
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THE SCRIPT
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Scene 1
Setting: Family Living Room
LIGHTS UP
There is a large Christmas tree in the center of the stage with lots of presents scattered
around it.
Chelsea enters in her pajamas and slowly creeps towards the presents, trying not to make
a sound. She hears the bell on the clock toll as it reveals it to be 3 o’clock in the morning.
She is startled by the sound, but once realizing what it is, she continues towards the
wrapped gifts.
She sits down next to them and grabs one, shaking it, trying to figure out what’s inside.
She hears someone coming and quickly hides behind the tree.
Martin enters.
MARTIN: Santa? Is that you?
He looks around the room but doesn’t see anything, as Chelsea still hides. As he starts to
head towards the presents to examine them, Chelsea decides to sneak up on him.
He walks around one side of the tree, she creeps around and sneaks up on him from
behind, finally getting close to his ear.
CHELSEA: Boo!
Martin jumps
MARTIN: AHHHH!
Chelsea laughs
CHELSEA: I scared you good that time.
MARTIN: What are you doing down here?
CHELSEA: What are YOU doing down here?
MARTIN: I asked you first.
CHELSEA: I asked you second.
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Pause.
CHELSEA: Mom and Dad said Santa only comes when you’re sleeping.
MARTIN: Well, I was sleeping but I thought I heard reindeer on the roof and, I just wanted to
see if he had come yet (looking at presents) and boy did he ever.
CHELSEA: So, are you thinking what I am thinking?
MARTIN: (excitedly) Oh yeah.
Chelsea grabs one of the presents hungrily.
CHELSEA: We can just take a quick peek at one. We can rewrap it and then act surprised in the
morning.
Pause.
MARTIN: I think they will be able to tell.
CHELSEA: How?
MARTIN: I don’t know, okay, maybe just one.
They both yank at the present but then hear a noise offstage.
MARTIN: Someone’s coming. Hide. Quick.
They drop the present and hide behind the tree.
Andrew enters carrying a plate of cookies. He trips over the present left in the middle of
the floor but manages to catch himself, still holding the cookies.
ANDREW: Hmm, I wonder how this got here. (looks around suspiciously) Hello? Is anyone
there?
He begins to look around the tree as Martin had done before.
Chelsea giggles quietly and nudges Martin, pointing at Andrew. Martin nods his head,
and they both sneak up on Andrew.
MARTIN and CHELSEA: BOOOOO!
ANDREW: AHHHHH!
Andrew, startled, tosses cookies into the air.
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Martin and Chelsea laugh.
MARTIN: We got you!
ANDREW: What are you two doing? Why aren’t you both in bed?
CHELSEA: Aww, shucks, Andrew, we were just looking to see if Santa came yet.
MARTIN: Yeah. We wanted to look at the presents, and why are you getting on our cases,
aren’t you out of bed too?
ANDREW: Unlike you two “kids,” I was actually leaving cookies for Santa. All that climbing
up and down chimneys can work up quite the appetite you know, and maybe I was gonna take a
quick peek to see which presents were mine.
CHELSEA: Ah-HA. I knew it.
GRANDMA: (Offstage) What’s all that racket down there? Jason, wake up! Get your baseball
bat.
ANDREW: Oh no! We woke up Grandma.
MARTIN: Oh, she’s gonna be mad.
ANDREW: Quick, behind the tree.
The three of them hide behind the tree.
Grandpa enters cautiously carrying a baseball bat.
GRANDPA: Annabelle, are you sure you heard something? I was in the middle of this
wonderful dream. Besides, no one would break into a house on Christmas Eve.
GRANDMA: (Offstage) Are you crazy? That’s the perfect time for someone to break in. Just
take a look around real quick and make sure everything is safe. If you find anyone, use the bat
first then ask questions later.
The kids start to get nervous.
GRANDPA: Okay.
He creeps across the stage and notices the cookies on the floor.
He calls back to Grandma.
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GRANDPA: Annabelle, you might be right. There are cookies on the floor. Maybe Santa is the
one who broke in. He wouldn’t use the door. He comes down the chimney you know. But I am
just waiting to see something move to start clobbering.
The kids remain perfectly still.
GRANDMA: (Offstage) Keep looking!
GRANDPA: Oh, all right.
The three kids decide to creep around the tree as he goes looking around the other way.
As he comes back around, they jump out with hands in the air.
ANDREW, CHELSEA, MARTIN: We surrender.
Grandpa screams and hits the Christmas tree with the baseball bat.
GRANDPA: Oh, my word! (Laughing) You kids will be the death of me. What on Earth are you
children doing down here this time of night?
Grandma enters running frantically.
GRANDMA: I’m coming, Jason. I’ll get ‘em for you. I -- (She notices Grandpa and the kids
laughing) Oh I should have known it was you little rascals down here causing mischief. Don’t
you know what time it is? What’s the matter? Christmas excitement a bit too much for you this
year?
CHELSEA: We just wanted to take a quick look at our presents, Grandma, that’s all.
ANDREW: And put out some cookies for Santa of course.
Looks around at the fallen cookies.
ANDREW: Didn’t quite work out the way I planned though.
GRANDMA: MMMhMM, well you nearly gave your dear old Grandma a heart attack with all
that noise. Kids these days can’t wait for nothing. Why, the best things in life are worth waiting
for.
GRANDPA: Oh, Annabelle, even you must remember being overly excited for Christmas
morning.
GRANDMA: Yes, but presents aren’t everything. This time of year, we are more concerned
with what kind of gifts we are getting, instead of the gifts we are giving.
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MARTIN: But the presents are the best part.
CHELSEA: Yeah, isn’t that what Christmas is all about?
GRANDMA: Not at all, Chelsea. Christmas is about so much more than presents.
ANDREW: Yeah, like what?
GRANDPA: Your Grandma’s right, children. Do you even know why we give each other gifts
on Christmas?
ANDREW: Um, because that’s what Santa did?
MARTIN: Because the Christmas Tree looks too boring without them?
CHELSEA: Because we are trying to fuel a consumerist economy with items we don’t need,
causing a slow sense of dissatisfaction and greed?
EVERYONE: What?!
CHELSEA: I read that in an article recently.
GRANDMA: Girl, talk English, so we understand what you saying.
Chelsea shrugs.
CHELSEA: I also heard it on TV.
GRANDPA: Listen, we give gifts because that’s what happened at the first Christmas there ever
was.
MARTIN: You mean the one Santa started?
Pause. Grandma stares blankly at Martin.
GRANDMA: No, my dear child. Christmas started long before Santa Claus even existed.
ANDREW: Before Santa? But I thought he was the one who started it in the first place.
GRANDMA: What have your parents been teaching you?
Pause.
GRANDMA: We may celebrate Christmas with stories of Santa Claus, but the real story of
Christmas goes back over 2000 years ago with an even bigger gift than Santa Claus could ever
bring.
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CHELSEA: Like a million dollars?
GRANDMA: Nope. Bigger than that.
MARTIN: A billion dollars?
GRANDMA: Not even close.
MARTIN: A trillion dollars?
GRANDMA: (annoyed) It was not money.
GRANDPA: Children, this is the kind of gift that people traveled hundreds of miles to receive.
They spent weeks walking to find it. In fact, did you children know I used to work as a
shopkeeper? I often imagined myself selling some supplies to a few of those travelers on their
way to get this gift a long time ago. Do you want to hear about it?
CHELSEA, MARTIN, ANDREW: Yes. Okay. Yay.
GRANDMA: Oh, here he goes with his stories again. I’d better put the kettle on. This could take
all night.
Grandma exits as the children gather around Grandpa.
GRANDPA: Now, first you must imagine a place far away and a time long ago.
MARTIN: Like Start Trek, the Final Frontier?
GRANDPA: Not exactly. A time when people were more connected to the land and to God
because they had less things around to distract them.
ANDREW: Oh, that I can’t imagine.
CHELSEA: God? What’s God?
GRANDPA: That’s part of the story, Chelsea, you’ll find out. You know, back then you could
see God? Even feel God touching your shoulder? A lot better than you can right now anyway. In
fact, some folks were even able to hear God speak to them. That was the time God chose to send
us the greatest gift of them all.
(Song # 1 – For these song slots, you can choose to use any song that you deem appropriate
for each scene. You can also do the Song as a Duet, Quartet, Mime, Dance, Etc)
(It is loosely implied that the children are acting out the stories as the Grandparents tell
them. There should be a large box with costumes in it that they try on as they play during
this song)
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LIGHTS OUT
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Scene 2
Setting: Department Store

LIGHTS UP
Grandpa narrates towards the audience, but otherwise talks directly to the other
characters.
The stage has one table and one large shelf with grocery items strewn on the floor and a
pricing gun next to the items.
GRANDPA: So, there I was, just minding my own business and trying to stock the shelves.
Back then we didn’t have all those fancy robot things and had to do everything by hand. Yep
those were the days, but anyways, there I was (he sits down next to the shelf and begins to put
items on the shelves) pricing and shelving, pricing and shelving. You know, when you get into
the rhythm of it, it was more like a dance (he begins to dance with the price gun and items a bit)
Pricing. Shelving. Pric----zing. Shelvvv-ing. But there wasn’t much else to do, so we had to pass
the time somehow. Now --- where was I? Oh yes, stocking (he continues to dance, price and
shelf items)
WISEMAN 1 enters and begins looking around as if he is searching for something very
specific.
He notices Grandpa stocking the shelves. At this point, Grandpa is oblivious to the fact
that someone else is in the room and starts to really get into his pricing/shelving song
and dance.
Grandpa closes his eyes and stands up to dance around the store, almost knocking into
the Wiseman. The Wiseman is startled by this behavior and tries to get the attention of
Grandpa, who continues to dance and sing “Pricing. Shelving.”
This continues until Grandpa leaps into the center of the stage and strikes a dramatic
pose as he finishes his song.
WISEMAN 1: Um, Do you work here?
Grandpa is startled, embarrassed.
GRANDPA: What do you think?
WISEMAN 1: Well, I didn’t want to make any assumptions. For all I know, you’re just some
guy who loves to sing about price guns.
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GRANDPA: What can I help you with today, sir?
WISEMAN 1: Well, I’m looking for a gift of sorts. Something really special. I don’t really
know what to get though.
GRANDPA: Who’s the gift for?
WISEMAN 1: Well, I’m not quite sure.
GRANDPA: I understand, I understand. One of those white elephant gifts, eh? I don’t think
you’re supposed to spend much on those things, so please let me direct you to our discount area.
WISEMAN 1: Oh no, it’s not one of those kinds of gifts. I don’t know who the gift is for,
because I haven’t met the person I am giving the gift to, yet. But I really really want to impress
them. Any suggestions?
GRANDPA: Well, if I were you, I’d say that you really can’t go wrong with a little bit of gold.
A brick of gold will impress just about anyone.
WISEMAN 1: Really?
GRANDPA: Yep. Here, why don’t you check out our gold brick display.
He leads the Wiseman to a shelf with three gold bricks, and Wiseman begins to examine
them.
GRANDPA: Finest gold this side of the Mediterranean.
WISEMAN 1: They’re beautiful.
GRANDPA: They most certainly are, and not too cheap to come by. I’m telling ya, if you really
wanna impress, this is the way to go.
WISEMAN 1: Ok. I’ll take it. Is this all you have?
GRANDPA: Just these three bricks.
WISEMAN 1: That’s perfect. My friends need to bring gifts too. I’ll take all three.
GRANDPA: Fantastic. I’ll ring ya up at the register.
Grandpa brings the bricks to the table, and rings them up.
GRANDPA: Say, sorry for asking, but you must be pretty well off to be able to afford three gold
bricks. What sort of business are you in?
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